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TGT - A Madlib Tour

It was a Adjective day in the Tether. The hearths were blazing, the chains were rattling and the busy

thrum of daily Noun was in the air. The slaves were in the cages, eating their Noun . If they

complained the Handlers saw to it they felt very Adjective afterwards. Coins changed hands and

Noun - Plural were changed forever.

On a standard day one might be served by a Adjective house servant. Servants are known for being

Verb - Past Tense in many areas. Up at the bar Evelyn is always pleased to serve patrons with a variety of

Noun - Plural , some of which could make one's head spin after the first shot. Whether the first shot comes

from the drink or the bar tender depends on the Noun .

In the main hall the Noun - Plural are clean and plush. Sometimes First Name of a Person strides in and

has to wave their Noun around, sending everyone scattering for cover. Nobody wants to mess with

them after they've had a few too many Noun - Plural .

The library is the place for more peaceful lessons. The room is filled with an undeniably Adjective

atmosphere. Often patrons are Verb - Present ends in ING around, which may draw the ire of the

Adjective librarian. Damage the books only if one wishes for Noun .

On



stage there are performances. They can easily Adjective one to Noun . Sometimes the slaves are

Verb - Past Tense but it is for their own good. Guildereim law is strictly Verb - Past Participle . Watch

out for Simon as he has a really big Noun .

There are Vikings but they are nice if you give them some Noun - Plural . Don't make them angry or they

will cut off your Part of Body . Their Noun parties are reportedly the best. Watch the pointy

Noun - Plural in the arena.

The dungeon is very Adjective . If you are a slave you can avoid it by Verb - Present ends in ING . This

is truly the best advice! Don't go alone, bring a Noun . It is well equipped with whips, Noun - 

Plural , and other Adjective things. This is the place one's mother warns them about. Don't

Verb - Base Form .

In the Den there are Number different kinds of drugs. Each one will Verb - Base Form a person up.

But sometimes the trips are pretty Adjective and you might see a pink Noun or a

Adjective Noun .

This concludes the tour, please remember your Noun - Plural on the way out. Also, don't Verb - 

Base Form the servant, she does not deserve it.
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